The Leadership Challenge

Model The Way
Inspire A Shared Vision
Challenge The Process
Enable Others To Act
Encourage The Heart

The Leadership Framework

To lead others to become stronger performers:

1. **ENVISION** ways in which they can better perform
2. **ENLIST** their support in shaping and pursuing exactly how to perform better
3. Work to **EMBODY** the principles and behavior you wish others to model
4. Help them understand how to be better volunteers and **EMPOWER** them with the information, decision-making authority, and autonomy to do so
5. **EVALUATE** the vision, your ethics and performance, and their progress
6. Constantly and consistently **ENCOURAGE** them to sustain the journey, to grow, and to become wiser, freer, more autonomous, healthier, and likelier to become servant leaders themselves.
Watch your **thoughts**, they become your **words**.

Watch your **words**, they become your **actions**.

Watch your **actions**, they become your **habits**.

Watch your **habits**, they become your **character**.

Watch your **character**, it becomes your **...**

**Destiny.**